1* Introduction* Baynesian statisticians assume prior distributions on certain families of probability measures. This amounts to putting a probability measure on a family of probability measures. Now families of probability measures typically arising in statistics are parametrized by some Borel set of Euclidean %-space. In such cases, one has a natural Borel structure or σ-algebra of subsets with which to deal. In nonparametric situations the natural Borel structure is not so obvious. Ideally, one might desire each commonly occurring family of probability measures to be a Borel set of some properly chosen complete separable metric space. Then a prior distribution could be viewed as a probability measure on the entire space which is concentrated on the given Borel set. Our aim is to show that many, if not most, nonparametric families of probability measures are indeed Borel sets of complete separable metric spaces. This advances slightly the cause of nonparametric Baynesian statistics, but does not overcome the more difficult barrier of finding reasonable prior distributions in nonparametric situations.
In our probabilistic model we suppose X to be a complete separable metric space. Let C(X) be the bounded real-valued continuous functions on X under the sup norm topology. Then the collection of probability measures M(X) on the Borel sets of X can be viewed as a subset of the dual of C(X) under the weak* topology. It is well known that M(X) is metrizable as a complete separable metric space with this topology [16] . Our investigations will center on the Borel structure of M(X).
Dubins and Freedman have done the spadework for the subsequent discussion in their basic paper [8] . Section 3 generalizes their analysis of the relationship of distribution and density functions to probability measures. Section 4 explores the connection between a probability measure and its support when the underlying space is no longer compact. Section 5 collects some further examples not considered in [8] , and §6 adds to the fund of counterexamples.
Finally, before moving on to some preliminary definitions, let us cite two other areas where the Borel structure of collections of measures can be fruitfully pursued. Much work has been done on so called ergodic decompositions of invariant measures. The original stimulus for this research came from classical statistical mechanics. The reader may consult [20] for a detailed theoretical discussion and further references. Another area of potential applications is the analysis of Poisson and point processes. See [14] for steps in this direction.
2* Preliminary definitions* 2.1. Borel spaces. First, let us give a compressed account of Borel spaces. The reader is advised to consult § §1-3 of Chap. 1 of [2] for a fuller treatment. A Borel space (X, j%?) consists of a set X together with a distinguished σ-algebra of subsets jzf. Quite often X itself is said to be the Borel space and jy is tacitly understood. For example, if X is a topological space, then s%f is always taken to be the smallest cr-algebra containing the open sets. A function /: X-* Y between two Borel spaces (X, Ssf) and (Y, &) is called Borel if f-ι {B)€jzf whenever Se.^. The sets in the σ-algebra s*f of a Borel space (X, szf) are also termed Borel sets. Every subset Z of X inherits a relative Borel structure {Z f) A: Aejzf).
If (X, jx?) and (F, &) are two Borel spaces, the product Borel structure j^f x έ% is defined to be the smallest σ-algebra of subsets oflxΓ containing the Borel rectangles Ax B, Ae J^% and B e ^. Suppose ~ is an equivalence relation on a Borel space (X, jzf) and π:X -»X/~ is the projection taking each point into its equivalence class. The quotient Borel structure on X/ĩ s the largest tf-algebra making π a Borel map.
Certain Hausdorff topological spaces have very well behaved Borel structures. Among these are Polish spaces. A Polish space is a topological space which is metrizable by a complete separable metric. It is well known that any locally compact space with a countable neighborhood basis is Polish. Such spaces will be referred to as locally compact and separable.
One property of Polish spaces will be particularly useful later on: Suppose X and Y are Polish spaces. Let B be a Borel set of X equipped with the relative Borel structure. Also let f:B->Y be a one-to-one Borel map. 
2.4.
Comments on probability measures. Suppose X is a Polish space. The support of a probability measure μ e M(X) can be characterized as the complement of the largest open set on which μ vanishes. If v is a σ-finite measure on the Borel sets of X and μ is absolutely continuous with respect to v, then the density of μ will mean the Radon-Nikodym derivative dμjdv. On R n densities will always refer to Radon-Nikodym derivatives with respect to Lebesgue measure.
Finally, for X Polish we should mention an alternate description of the Borel structure of the collection of probability measures M(X). Varadrajan proved that the Borel structure on M(X) generated by the weak* topology is precisely the smallest Borel structure making each of the maps μ -• μ(A) Borel, where μ e M(X) and A is a Borel set of X. (See Lemma 2.3 of [20] 
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is Borel. Our claim is that {μ: g(μ) = 0} is the collection of all probability measures with continuous distribution functions. In fact, if
., a? n ) and y -(y l9 , y n ) are two points in R n , the expansion
leads immediately to the conclusion that g(μ) -0 implies F μ is continuous. On the other hand, if F μ is continuous, it is actually uniformly continuous. This follows from the fact that for every ε > 0 there is a compact set K with μ{K) > 1 -ε. The uniform continuity of F μ then clearly entails g(μ) = 0.
To prove the assertion of the theorem for parts 2.-4. it is sufficient by Lemma 3.2 to prove that the map μ-+F μ is Borel from the collection of probability measures having continuous distribution functions into C°(R n ). To do this it is enough according to Thm. 2 of the appendix of [13] to show μ -> l(F μ ) Borel whenever I is a continuous linear functional on C\R n ). Since the dual space of C°(R n ) consists of the complex measures v with compact support (13.19.3 of [7] ), the problem reduces to showing μ -> \F μ dv Borel for every complex measure v with compact support. But this follows from Fubini's Theorem once one notes Lemma 3.1 says F μ {x) is jointly Borel in μ and x. Proof. Since the natural injection of
into the complex plane is Borel by Lemma 3.1. Now combine these facts and the statement of the corollary follows.
Our next aim is to prove analogues of the preceding for probability measures having densities. Some of the assertions for densities follow by noting that the density of a probability measure on R n can be recovered by differentiating the distribution function a sufficient number of times. For the sake of completeness though, it seems preferable to proceed directly. THEOREM 
Let S be a Polish space and μ a σ-finite measure on the Borel sets of S. The collection of probability measures absolutely continuous with respect to μ and the collection of probability measures equivalent to μ both form Borel sets of M(S). Furthermore, the map taking a probability measure v absolutely continuous with respect to μ into its density f u e L 1 (μ) is a Borel isomorphism.
Proof. Consider the separable Banach space L\μ) of μ-integrable functions. Take a countable collection of Borel sets {AJ^= 1 in S which are dense in the measure algebra derived from μ. The set
is a Borel set of L\μ). We claim that B consists of the function in L\μ) which are nonnegative μ-almost everywhere and have integral 1. Suppose f e B. Then it is necessary to show l fdμ ^ 0 for every Borel set A. But
\fdμ=\ fdμ -ί fdμ+\ fdμ
By taking μ{A k AA) small enough, we can make the second and third contributions on the right of * as small as desired.
This map is one-to-one and continuous for the weak* topology on the set of probability measures. The image of B under the map is a Borel set and reduces simply to the probability measures absolutely continuous with respect to μ. Furthermore, the inverse of / -> μ f is also a Borel map.
To prove the assertion about probability measures equivalent to μ it suffices to prove that the set of / e B with / > 0 μ-almost everywhere forms a Borel subset of J5. Now this set is 
) is Borel. The first ingredient of the proof follows from the fact that
is a Borel map of C\R n ) into the extended real line. As for the second, note that
According to the criterion already cited in Theorem 3.3, this implies that the injection
The collection of probability measures on R n whose densities lie in any of the spaces C
Proof. The map taking a probability measure to its density with respect to Lebesgue measure is Borel into L^R 1 "). Now apply the last lemma. 4* Supports of probability measures* In order to analyze the relation of a probability measure to its support, we find it convenient to introduce the Fell topology [10] . Let X be a locally compact separable space. Denote the collection of closed subsets of Xby ^(X). , where C is the closure of the union of a finite subset of & and ^*CL& is finite, form a countable basis for <^{X). Next we wish to define notions of semicontinuity for maps intô {X).
Since our definitions differ slightly from Kuratowski's [11] and Berge's [3] , we feel it prudent to give a detailed discussion. f is said to be lower semicontinuous if {te T:
is open whenever C is compact in X. Obviously, a map f:T-> ^{X) will be continuous if and only if it is both lower and upper semicontinuous.
is a nonempty collection of maps from a topological space T into ^(X).
If each f t is lower semicontinuous, then t->([J ieΛ fi(t))~ is lower semicontinuous.

If each fi is upper semicontinuous, then t->f\ ieΛ fi(t) is upper semicontinuous.
3
. If the index set Λ is finite and each f { is upper semicontinuous, then t-+\J ieΛ fi(t)
is upper semicontinuous. 7. Let H be the map of last lemma. Then Z has empty interior iff H{Z) = X.
Proof. 1. Take V open in X. Then {ί e T: (\J^Λ fi(t))~ f\VΦφ} = {t G T: (\JieΛ fi(t)) ΓΊ
V Φ φ) = \JieΛ {t 6 T: /,(«) Π V Φ Φ) is open in T.
{teT: f(t) Π V Φ φ) is a Borel set for each open set V.
{t e T: f(t) Π C -φ) is a
8. Let J be the map of the last lemma. Then Z has no isolated points iff J(Z) = Z.
Ze <tf(X) is open iff H(Z) n Z = φ.
COROLLARY 4.6. The collection of probability measures in M(X) having support in any one of the families 1.-9. listed above is Borel.
We now wish to introduce notions of congruence and symmetry for the space of closed sets ^(X).
To be specific, suppose G is a locally compact separable topological group which acts on the right of X. If for each fixed g e G, the map x -• xg is continuous, then G also acts on ^(X).
For Ye <Sf (X) and ge G define Yg to be {ygiye Y}. LEMMA , TF % }) x F of (Γ, g) maps into £/(C; {F,, .., V n }). The next theorem provides some more instances of Borel sets of probability measures. THEOREM Finally, the third statement is obvious, and the fourth statement follows because an orbit in ^(X), {Yg: ge G}, can be written as a countable union of compact sets, \Jn^{Yg: ge K n } 9 if {K n }~= ι is a sequence of compact subsets of G whose union is G.
If the action X x G-+ X is jointly continuous, then so is the action c tf(X) x G -> ^(X
If G is a locally compact separable topological group, then the collection of closed subgroups is closed in C^( G). The collection of closed normal subgroups is also closed in ^(G). If G acts continuously on a locally compact separable space X, the fixed points of r^{ X) under the action of G form a closed set of ^{X). Finally, the orbit of any Ye ^(X) under the action of G is a Borel s et o
EXAMPLES.
The sets in ^(R n ) spherically symmetric about the origin are just the fixed points of ^{R n ) under the action of the orthogonal group. Furthermore, under the action of the orthogonal group, the orbit of a subspace of dimension m, m ^ n, is the collection of all subspaces of dimension m. The collection of all sets in <^? (R n ) geometrically congruent to a given closed set Y lies on the orbit of Y under the affine orthogonal group, i.e., the group generated by all orthogonal transformations and translations. As a consequence, the collection of all affine subspaces of a given dimension m forms a Borel set of ^{R n ). Similarly, considering the group of dilations (resp homothetic transformation with the origin as center), it is clear that the collection of closed spheres (resp. closed spheres centered at the origin) forms a Borel set of ^{R n ).
(Consult [4] for the geometric terminology.)
The remainder of this section deals with convexity and subspaces and is inspired by [18] . Since the present proofs are different from those in [18] where results overlap, and require perhaps less background of the reader, we have furnished complete arguments. 
, it follows at once that it is a Borel map into R % . 
In fact, for a compact set if, s-> inf^,, <s, i/> is Borel and {s e R n : {y e R n : <s, y} ^ 0} n K Φ Φ) = {s e i2 w : inf^x <s, i/> ^ 0}. Similarly, t->{ye R n : Vx e f(t)(x, y) ^ 0} is Borel. To finish the lemma observe that t->{ye R n : xe f{t){x, y} = 0} is the intersection of two Borel maps. 
Proof. The smallest subspace containing Y is [clconv (Y)]
11 . The smallest affine subspace containing Y is
The second map is Borel because the action ^(R n ) x R ndefined by translation is jointly continuous. 5* Further examples of Borel sets of probability measures* EXAMPLE 5.1. Let G be a metric group acting continuously on a Polish space X. Then G acts by translation on the set of probability measures M{X). Indeed, define for μe M(X) and ge G μg to be the probability measure assigning measure μ{Ag" 1 ) to each Borel set A of X. THEOREM 
G acts continuously on M(X).
Proof. Suppose μ n -• μ in M(X) and ^->βf in G as π^oo. It is sufficient to prove that
for every bounded continuous real-valued function /. For ε > 0 let K be a compact subset of X with μ n {K) ^ 1 -ε for all n. Now estimate as follows:
The last term in ** can be made small since μ n -> μ. The middle term on the right of ** is bounded by 2 sup sex |/(s)|ε. The first term on the right can be made small because sg n -+ sg uniformly on K, as we prove momentarily, and because / is uniformly continuous on the compact set [kh: ke K,he {g n }Z=i or h -g). To show that sg n -»sg uniformly on K let d be the metric on X and suppose d(s m g nm , s m g) > δ for some subsequence {g n j of {g n }, a sequence {s m } of K and some δ > 0. Since K is compact we may assume s m -> s e K. Then s m g nm -> sg and s m g-*sg by the joint continuity of the action of G on S. This contradicts the assumption that d(s m g nm , s m g) > δ for all m. Hence sg n -> sg uniformly and this completes the proof of the theorem. COROLLARY 
The invariant measures form a closed subset of M(X) since they are the fixed points for the action of G on M(X). If G is a Polish group, then the orbit of any probability measure under G is Borel in M(X).
Proof. For the second assertion see Lemma 3.4 of [9] .
Applications. On R* 9 the orbit of any nondegenerate normal distribution under the group of invertible affine transformations is the whole collection of nondegenerate normal distributions. Also the collection of translates of any probability measure is Borel in M(R n ).
Other commonly occurring groups acting on R n are the orthogonal group and the group permuting the coordinates of any point. The latter group arises in the theory of order statistics.
REMARK. A Borel set B of a space X is called invariant under a group action if Bg = B for every group element g. If μ is a probability measure on X and μ(B) = 0 or 1 for every invariant Borel set B, then μ is said to be ergodic. Varadarajan has shown that the collection of invariant ergodic probability measures is Borel in M(X) if X is a Polish space and the underlying group is locally compact and separable. (See Thm. 4.2 of [20] .) EXAMPLE 5.4 . Suppose {X n }Z= λ is a sequence of separable metric spaces. Consider the probability measures Λf(Π»=i -X») on the product space Π»=i -X We claim that the set P = {μ e Λf(Π^i -*»):/* = Π~=iJ" > μ Λ e M(X % )} is closed in Λf(Π~=i -X») Our reasoning goes as follows: The map Λf(Π?=i -X») -> Π~=i Λf(-X») taking a probability measure into its sequence of marginal probability measures is continuous. Also the map Π~=i M(X n ) -> Λf(Π?=i -X*) taking a sequence of probability measures into their product is continuous. (Modify slightly the proof of Lemma 1.1 of Chap. 3 of [16] .) P is the set where the composition of these two maps agrees with the identity map on M(Π*=i -<£»)• If each X n is the same, then the set of probability measures on Π"=i Xn having all marginals the same is certainly closed too. Hence the set of probability measures on Π~=i -3Γ* which are product measures with equal components is closed. EXAMPLE 5.5. Suppose X is locally compact and separable. According to Corollary 4.6, the collection of probability measures concentrated at k or fewer points is Borel in M(X). A stronger assertion is possible. Proof. An easy induction using Prohorov's Theorem. (See Thm. 6.7 of Chap. 2 of [16] .)
For another application of Lemma 5.6 put A ktn = {μe M(X): μ has k or less atoms with total mass Ξ> 1 -1/n}. Then the Borel set f|Γ=i U?=i A k , n consists of those probability measures concentrated on a finite or countable set of points. 
Now note that
is lower semicontinuous in the classical sense for each multi-index k Hence the collection of probability measures having finite fcth moment is a countable union of closed sets. In general, this collection is neither open nor closed. For instance, on R it is possible to show that the collection of probability measures having finite first moment is neither open nor closed. Furthermore, the collection of probability measures lacking a first moment is dense in M(R).
EXAMPLE 5.9. Occasionally it is convenient to deal only with those probability measures on R n having continuous, strictly increasing distribution functions. To characterize this family of probability measures consider for each pair of positive integers n and m the map Let us indicate briefly now the Borel structure on M(X) furnishes a natural framework for the description of several ideas in probability and statistics. For instance, in the theory of Markov processes one can define transition functions as Borel maps from X into M{X). If μ is a probability measure on a Polish space X and π is a Borel map onto another Polish space Y, define μ on Y by μ(A) -μ{π~ι(A)) for every Borel set A of Y. Then μ has a regular conditional probability distribution given π. From our perspective this means a Borel map y-+μ y from Y into M{X) such that /2-almost all μ y are concentrated on π^(y) and μ(B) = \μ y (B)dμ(y) for each Borel set B of X. Finally, we should cite empirical distribution functions. Let {/<: S-> R}T =1 be a sequence of independent and identically distributed random variables on a Borel space S with probability measure μ. For each positive integer n define a Borel map μ n :S-+M(R) by taking μ n (s) to be the probability measure giving equal weight to •••, /»(β). P* is Borel because for every Borel set
AaR, μ n (s)(A) = λt n i=i
where χ A is the indicator function of A.
6* Counterexamples* Obviously not all subsets of M(X) are Borel. Here are some counter-examples. EXAMPLE 6.1. For X a Polish space it is well known that X is homeomorphic to the collection of unit point masses, {δ w e M(X): δ w ({w}) = l,weX} [16] . If X is uncountable, then there exists YaX which is not Borel. But then {δ w eM(X): weY} cannot be Borel in M(X) either. EXAMPLE 6.2. Our second counterexample involves the notion of equivalence between probability measures. It is transparent that mutual absolute continuity, denoted ~, is an equivalence relation on M{X). By the axiom of choice it is possible to choose one representative probability measure from each equivalence class. The next theorem shows when this "transversal" can also be taken to be a Borel set of X. THEOREM 
Suppose X is a Polish space. Then a Borel transversal exists for ~ on M(X) iff X is countable or finite.
Proof o Suppose X is the set of positive integers. Give Z n -{0,1} the discrete topology and consider the product space Π~=i Z« Subtract off from Π?=i %n the countable number of sequences in which 1 appears only finitely often and call the remainder Z. Map Z into M(X) by taking the sequence {w n }n=ι into the probability measure giving mass w n (l/2) Wl+ '" +Wn to the integer n. This map is one-to-one, Borel, and provides the desired Borel transversal. The case of X finite is even simpler. Now assume X is uncountable. Since any two uncountable Polish spaces X and Y are Borel isomorphic, (Thm. 2.12 of Chap. 1 of [16] ), it is easy to see that M(X) and M{Y) will be Borel isomorphic too. Hence it is enough to establish the necessary part of the theorem for the space Π*=i %«. above. But this is the content of Lemma 5.1 of [15] . Here it is proved that M(Yln =1 Z n )/~ is not countably separated. If a Borel (even analytic) transversal existed in this case, then Prop. 2.12 of Chap. 1 of [2] would be contradicted, since ikf(Π?=i^)/c annot be analytic if it fails to be countably separated. Note that is Borel as a subset of ikf(Π~=i Z n ) x M(R~= 1 Z n ) because of 2.11 of [8] . EXAMPLE 6.4 . Our next two counterexamples partially justify sticking to locally compact spaces when discussing the relation of a probability measure to its support. Suppose X is a Polish space. Define a Borel structure on the space C^{ X) of closed subsets of X by requiring every collection, {Ae ^(X): AcS}to be Borel whenever B e ^(X).
Christensen shows in Thm. 1 of [5] that this Borel structure is analytic and on the subspace of nonempty closed sets coincides with the Borel structure generated by the Hausdorff metric associated with any precompact metric on X. Furthermore, if X is locally compact, this is the Borel structure generated by the Fell topology.
Now it is evident that μ-+ support (μ) is Borel from M(X) intô (X).
If X is a real infinite dimensional separable Hubert space, Christensen proves that the collection W oΐ Ze ^(X) contained in the open unit sphere is complementary analytic but not analytic. (See Thm. 8 of [5] .) Since every Ze W is the support of some μe M(X), the inverse image of W under μ -* support (μ) fails to be Borel or even analytic.
This counterexample also illustrates that the intersection map <if (X) x ^if (X) -• r^{ X) need not be Borel when X is not locally compact. Indeed, let Y be the complement of the open unit sphere. Then W = {Ze ^r(X): Zf]Y= Φ). 
